3D face recognition technologies, with a computation time of a few seconds, perform well for person verification. However, current 3D face recognition approaches are too slow for person identification, even for a watch list of only a few hundred face models. By transforming scanned 3D faces into a canonical face format, storage size is greatly compressed and standard feature extraction is enabled: combining these advantages allows a probe scan to be matched to hundreds or thousands of gallery scans in a few seconds on a commodity computer. We report several experiments that extract a sparse feature representation from the canonical 3D face surface and then perform recognition of a probe face based on the sparse features. We expect to have a trade off between algorithm speed and recognition performance. The best results achieved so far are a rank-1 recognition rate of 98.2% and a speed of 1900 face matches per second. Extrapolating these results suggests that multistage systems could achieve comparable or better recognition rates over large galleries within 5 seconds of compute time.
INTRODUCTION
We have developed a representation called the Canonical Face Depth Map (CFDM) [1] that stores 3D surface data as a depth map with registered color images (r, g, b). Face symmetry and surface model fitting are used to reliably establish a face-based coordinate system that is used to normalize the face gallery. The CFDM enables scans to be stored efficiently and compared quickly. Our normalization research is motivated by Daugman's work in iris recognition [2] , where recognition success depends on accurate normalization of the iris and reducing the representation to a binary vector that can be compared quickly to a large gallery.
The CFDM has two main components: a face-based coordinate system and a normalized feature vector based on an orthogonal depth map. The face-based coordinate system is similar to the one presented by BenAbdelkader and Griffin [3] . However, their approach relies on seven manually selected anchor points to properly determine the location of the coordinate system, whereas our CFDM uses Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [4] to robustly generate a bisection of the face and uses high sampling rates to develop a good representation of the mid-line plane. This is also similar to work by Malassiotis and Strintzis [5] ; however, they assumed that the nose is always the closest point to the camera, which does not allow for significant variations in pose. The second component of the CFDM is a consistent feature vector that normalizes the scale and resolution. This component relates to the mesh model presented by Xu et al. [6] , which uses the nose tip as the origin and then conducts a rigid triangular re-sampling of the data that can be done at different resolutions.
Normalizing a database into a canonical format makes it feasible to explore identification algorithms (matching one-tomany) as well as verification algorithms (matching one-to-one). The CFDM reduces memory requirements to one megabyte per scan (or less), but that size still limits the number of comparisons that can be made. Our work explores methods for further reducing memory requirements by encoding 3D face information, making it feasible to compare thousands of face scans. Reducing the CFDM into a key set of features also speeds data comparisons with ICP, which is a robust but slow algorithm (taking up to 2 seconds per comparison [7] ) for identification. If the face is first normalized into a canonical format, our research shows that 330 scans can be compared in about 100 seconds using the raw data and ICP. Further reducing the CFDM into a key set of features allows 330 scans to be compared in less than 3 seconds, with a verification and recognition performance comparable to the ICP algorithm.
METHODOLOGY
The 3D Canonical Face Depth Map removes the effects of pose and scaling variations in 3D depth maps (see examples in Figure 1 ) [8] . The creation algorithm can handle poses of up to +/-15 degrees in roll, tilt and yaw, meaning that the resulting coordinate system is repeatable for the same subject to within 0.5 degrees in roll and yaw and +/-2 degrees in pitch. Producing the CFDM takes, on average, 0.85 seconds for 320 x 240 scans, and 3.8 seconds for 640 x 480 scans (using a dual AMD Opteron 275, 2.2GHz, with 2MB Cache, and 1GIG RAM). The CFDM enables both 2D and 3D image processing methods to be readily used for feature localization and face recognition. Our experiments demonstrate that the CFDM is robust to both Gaussian noise and holes in the data. The CFDM can improve the accuracy of surface alignment using the ICP algorithm, and can significantly reduce the memory required to store a 3D face model. The goals of our current research project are to manipulate CFDM datasets in order to:
1.
Create a sparse representation for a face to reduce storage and matching time
2.
Reduce matching time to enable comparison of thousands of faces in a few seconds
3.
Maintain robust matching results that are comparable to the existing ICP-based 3DID verification system Figure 2 depicts the general algorithm we used to conduct the experiments described in this paper. For each experiment, the regions of interest were selected from the CFDM data, features were generated in the regions of interest and a matching method was applied to the resulting feature vector. At each step in the process, many parameters and algorithms could be varied, resulting in a large number of possible experiments; this paper reports on a subset of these experiments giving the most informative results achieved to date.
Feature extraction and matching
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CFDM Data
The gallery used in these experiments consists of 330 3D scans taken from 111 subjects. The entire gallery was converted to the CFDM format from a 320x240 orthogonal depth map; the CFDM algorithm automatically rejected 5 of the 330 scans because they were of poor quality or the algorithm was unable to correctly normalize the face. The CFDM data used in these experiments includes surface point locations encoded as x, y, z points, color information encoded as r, g, b, a Boolean flag indicating a valid point, and the shape index (see Figure 3 ). Color Image -(r, g, b) standard color image.
Point Coordinates -(x, y, z) coordinates of the points creating the map. Because the CFDM uses an evenly spaced depth map, the x and y components have a fixed relationship such that the difference between consecutive x or y points is 0.5mm.
Validity Flag -An array specifying which points are valid in the dataset. A value of 1 means a point is valid, while 0 means the point is invalid. This information was used in most experiments to filter out bad points. 
Region Selection
One of our research goals was to explore algorithms that have low memory and computational requirements while still encoding enough information for recognition. With this goal in mind, we used data from the eye/nose region (see Figure  5 ) in these experiments because they have been shown to be the most effective for 3D face recognition [7] . 
Feature Generators
Once the sample regions are identified in the raw data, feature spaces can be explored by applying feature generators to the raw data sets. Many feature generators were explored; however, the performances of most were uninteresting. A representative set of feature generators explored in this paper is as follows:
Averaging Window -The raw CFDM data is stored in matrix format preserving the neighborhood information. An averaging window computes the average data value of points around a particular point of interest.
Gabor Wavelets -These feature generators are applied in a window similar to average windowing. However, instead of an average, the Gabor Wavelets are generated using the method described by B.S. Manjunath and W.Y. Ma in [10] . First any hole (invalid point) in the region of interest is replaced by the mean value of its neighborhood of points. The region of interest is then divided into 16 subspaces; for each subspace the Gabor wavelet coefficients are calculated, and the mean and standard deviation of the magnitude of these transform coefficients are then used as the feature vectors. Since the dataset is already normalized, it is assumed that there is little scaling or rotation of the images, therefore only 2 scales and 5 orientations were used to construct the feature vector (See Figure 6) 
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Matching Methods
The feature generators produce feature vectors that encode the information necessary to identify the face. We compared different matching methods to determine which are best suited for face recognition with the CFDM; the most successful matching methods are described below.
Trimmed Euclidean Distance E%(F j , F k ) -In many cases, the presence of data outliers make measurements of the Euclidean distance between points an inefficient way to match two face scans. By trimming the vector dimensions with the largest distance errors, outliers are removed to make the matching score more robust to noise. Typically 10% of the points were trimmed, but the amount of trimming was varied. E100(F j , F k ) denotes the standard Trimmed Euclidean Distance with no points removed, while E90(F j , F k ) denotes the Trimmed Euclidean Distance with the highest 10% of distance scores removed (leaving 90% of the points intact). (F j , F k ) is any pair of face representations. Thus,
while the Trimmed Euclidean Distance E90(F j , F k ) can be calculated as:
for i= 1:100 distance_sq(i ) = (F ji -F ki ) ^ 2; end sorted_distances_sq = sort(distance_sq); E90 = sum(sorted_distances_sq (1:90) ); return sqrt(E90);
Feature Transformation to Minimize Distance -The CFDM normalization process may produce minor errors in 3D space, which could cause problems during recognition. We compute the best 3D transformation (rotation and translation) to minimize the distance between two feature vectors F j and F k , and the calculated transformation is then applied to one of the feature vectors F j . The root mean square distance between the transformed vector F j ' and the other vector F k is then calculated:
Where, ψ is the best rigid transformation to minimize the distance between points of the 2 feature vectors.
EXPERIMENTS
We used the 3DID algorithm as a baseline measurement for all of the experiments presented here; the 3DID approach uses a trimmed ICP 3D face verification algorithm as described in [7] . This algorithm has been shown to be robust to variations in pose (±15 deg) and lighting and to some changes in expression. For this paper, we selected five experiments that, along with the 3DID results, provide a representative set of our most interesting results to date. Each of the five experiments was tested on the CFDM data set of 325 with each scan compared to every other scan in the database.
Euclidean Depth Comparison -The feature vector consists of 100 Cartesian points sampled in x, y, and z matrices in a grid fashion. The points were taken from the CFDM x, y, and z matrixes using evenly spaced points around the nose in the ranges: -14.5mm ≤ y ≤ 75.5mm, -45mm ≤ x ≤ 45mm resulting in neighboring grid points being 10mm apart (as shown Figure 5 ). This experiment was selected to best approximate the error measurement produced with the ICP algorithm. The Trimmed Euclidean distance measure was used for comparison with a 10% trim. If the CFDM normalization algorithm was perfect, then these 100 trimmed points should produce results similar to the 3DID algorithm used as a baseline. However, if there were even minor errors, then this measurement may not be sufficient to identify a face.
Best Transform Distance Comparison -Some of the error in the Euclidean Depth Comparison experiment may be due to minor translations and rotations in the point set remaining even after CFDM normalization. This experiment was conducted on the same 100 points as the Euclidean Depth Comparison but the previously described Feature Transformation to Minimize Distance was applied. This transformation may be able to improve performance over Euclidean depth comparison by itself. experiment used an average window area applied to the shape indices within the sample region. 100 points were obtained by finding the average of the shape index values over 100 18 x 20 windows generated from the shape index matrix using the ranges: -14.5mm ≤ y ≤ 75.5mm, -50mm ≤ x ≤ 50mm with the nose tip as the origin. The rationale behind this feature set was that the average would give a better representation of the index value of each region because the averaging windows reduce the effect of minor variations in the index value. The trimmed Euclidean Distance measure was then used for comparison of the average shape index feature vectors with a 10% trim.
Average Shape Index Distance Comparison
Shape Space Gabor Features Distance
Comparison -Gabor wavelet feature generators were also applied to the shape index values, creating a total of 980 components for the feature vector. The wavelet filters were applied to 49 overlapping 50 x 50 sub-regions covering the ranges: -14.5mm ≤ y ≤ 75.5mm, -50mm ≤ x ≤ 50mm such that consecutive sub-regions share points, thereby introducing redundancy in the features. Through our experiments, projecting overlapping sub-regions onto the wavelets were shown to provide better accuracies than projecting non-overlapping subregions. The trimmed Euclidean Distance measure was then used for comparison of the shape space Gabor feature vectors with a 10% trim
Best Transform + Average Shape Index -It is also possible to combine matching results from different classifiers. The best performing multi-classifier systems seen so far is the Best Transformation Distance Comparison combined with the Average Shape Index Distance Comparison. Figure 7 shows the ROC for the experiments highlighted in this paper. The Equal Error Rate (EER), which is the point on the ROC curve where the False Accept Rate equals the False Reject Rate (1-Verification rate), is shown in parentheses in the legend in Figure 7 . We can see from Figure 7 that the best performing algorithm is the baseline 3DID Figure 7 gives performance results for a single decision stage; if methods are cascaded, performance of the compound system could be different from the individual methods being composed.
Results
The ROC and EER give a good estimation of the performance of a verification application. However, recognition applications can have different performances. In a recognition application, the matching scores from the entire gallery are produced and can be ordered in terms of matching rank, eliminating the need for a threshold. Figure 8 shows the CMCs for all of the algorithms highlighted in this paper and the legend reports the Rank-1 accuracy. Comparison with a Rank-1 accuracy of 98%. It performs better than the 3DID algorithm on the normalized images by ~2%. This is very encouraging because better recognition performance was attained with a major reduction in time and memory requirements. The Average Shape Index Distance Comparison has a Rank-1 accuracy of 91%, which is close to but not as good as the baseline. Table 1 is a summary of the algorithm speed (comparisons per second), feature extraction time, memory requirements, Equal Error Rate (EER), and the Rank-1 accuracy of the different algorithms. All experiments were performed on an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU, 1.60 GHz, 1 GB RAM computer. All algorithms are written in MATLAB except for the baseline 3DID algorithm, which is written in C++. The data shows that there are tradeoffs between accuracy and computational requirements. We may be able to design reasonably performing practical recognition tasks using these tradeoffs. The results in Table 1 highlight several interesting findings from our experiments. For instance, with the exception of 3DID, the classifiers in Table 1 have low memory requirements, with the highest memory burden being 1.6KB for the classifier combination of the Best Transform and the Average Shape Index Distance Comparisons.
We also found that the least complex feature sets (Euclidean Depth and Best Transform) require the least amount of time for feature extraction but have the worst performance, at 63% and 91% respectively. The Euclidean Depth feature set consists of only 100 components, which allows for a high number of comparisons per second, but the poor EER and Rank-1 performances make this classifier impractical. As expected, the Best Transform Distance Comparison performs better than the Euclidean Distance Comparison because it accounts for translation and rotation, but the number of comparisons per second is a hundred times smaller than what is possible with the Euclidean Distance Comparison.
The Average Shape Index and the Shape Space Gabor Distance comparisons appear to be the best compromise in terms of speed and performance. The Average Shape Index can be used in applications where a human operator is involved.
Since this classifier makes a high number of comparisons possible, it can be used to return N-closest matches from a gallery consisting of a hundred thousand subjects. Then, the returned scans can be passed to a better performing classifier, such as the Shape Space Gabor Distance Comparison or the 3DID classifier.
The feature extraction phase of the Shape Space Gabor Distance Comparison takes 1.68 seconds, but the matching phase allows thousands of comparisons per second, making this classifier feasible for security applications such as watch-lists. This type of application could be single stage or multi-stage, depending on the time constraints. The CMC chart in Figure 8 shows that the Rank-5 performance of the Gabor Distance Classifier is 100%, so for a single-stage watch-list application this classifier could simply return the 10 closest matches and a human operator could make the final judgment. This system could be further refined by adding a variable threshold, such that the system only returns matches whose distance measures are greater than the threshold. For a multistage watch-list application, the 10 closest matches can be passed to the 3DID classifier to verify the identity of the person. We expect that by using these 2 high performing classifiers in sequence, the accuracy of the combined system would be better than their individual performances. Making this type of multi-stage system feasible would require reducing the processing time of the 3DID classifier, and reducing the feature extraction time for the Gabor features would also help to minimize overall processing time. Ongoing experiments show that by cropping the scans, the 3DID classifier can perform 3 comparisons per second. One goal for our ongoing research is to further reduce the processing time to about 10 comparisons per second while maintaining the same matching performance. Recall that our timing data is from common desktop or laptop computers and both feature extraction and pattern matching are easily parallelized so that they run much faster on special architectures.
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
This paper presents several experiments that extract a sparse feature representation from a canonical 3D face surface and then perform recognition of a probe face based on these sparse features. As we expected, there is a trade off between algorithm speed and recognition performance. The baseline for comparison was our 3DID verification system, which handles face scans that are un-normalized just as well as those that are normalized. The verification system has been shown to perform at 1% EER on un-normalized face scans [7] . The best recognition results achieved so far with the normalized face scans using the classifiers that we presented are a recognition rate of 98% and a speed of 1919 face matches per second all on a commodity laptop.
The objective of this project was to experiment with sparse representations of the Canonical Face dataset in order to design classifiers that would have a comparable performance with the 3DID system, and would perform recognition or matching tasks much faster than currently available with the 3DID system. A number of classifiers were designed that show promise for matching the accuracy of the 3DID verification system in a much faster processing time. For both recognition and matching, the best-performing classifier is the Shape Space Gabor Distance Comparison. Other classifiers worth further investigation are the Average Shape Index Distance Comparison, Best Transform Distance Comparison, and combinations of these classifiers.
As discussed earlier, the results of our experiments show that practical applications can be designed using these classifiers. Of particular interest is a watch-list application combining the strengths of both the Shape Space Gabor Distance Comparison and the 3DID verification system. The Shape Space Gabor classifier can return the top 10 -20 matches, which can then be further analyzed by the 3DID classifier. Our experiments on a gallery of 330 scans show that the Shape Space Gabor classifier attains 100% verification rate at Rank-5 so the top 10 -20 matches on a larger gallery should contain the identity of the subject, these top-N matches can then be verified with the 3DID system. The Shape Space Gabor classifier is able to compare against almost 2000 face scans per second. This rate of comparison allows for identification at a security entrance of a fairly large facility.
